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myalgia arteritica do abate spontaneously and completely
within two years of onset, most do not: the disorder tends to
return if the dosage is dropped too soon below the critical
level. All too often treatment is stopped prematurely before the
disease has burnt out; not only may relapse occur on reductions
as small as 0 5 mg of prednisone daily, but after steroid treat-
ment has been stopped the disease may apparently light up
again some weeks or even months later. Nevertheless, given the
right drug in the correct dosage for the right period of time,
few conditions in medicine are more amenable to treatment,
and few patients are more grateful to their doctor for the rapid
and lasting relief than those with this strange disease.
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ACTH-secreting iung
tumours
Inappropriate hormone secretion occurs in many malignant
tumours, and ectopic corticotrophin (ACTH) production is
one of its more common varieties. Most ACTH-secreting
tumours arise from the lung, almost exclusively oat-cell
carcinomas and bronchial carcinoids. Some patients develop
the florid clinical manifestations of Cushing's syndrome with
hypokalaemic alkalosis, but usually there are no obvious signs
and the condition is recognised by biochemical assays of
plasma concentrations of cortisol and ACTH.

Bloomfield and his colleagues' have recently measured the
concentrations of ACTH in 14 lung tumours selected at
random but not associated with the ectopic ACTH syndrome.
The tumours were removed by pneumonectomy or lobectomy
or by local excision in the case of carcinoid tumours. At the
same time lung tissue at a distance from the tumour and
macroscopically free from it was used as a control. All the
examples of oat-cell carcinoma and carcinoid tumour contained
substantial amounts of ACTH, as did also an adenocarcinoma
with large-cell carcinoid elements. By contrast, the squamous-
cell, anaplastic, and glandular tumours contained insignificant
amounts of ACTH, the only exception being a poorly
differentiated squamous-cell carcinoma which may possibly
also have contained carcinoid elements.
Of even greater interest was the finding of ACTH in the

non-tumorous lung tissue, correlating well with the tumour
concentrations. This could not be attributed to contamination
by sequestered blood, since there was no significant correlation
between ACTH concentrations in the plasma and the lung
tissue, and the latter was taken at a site as remote from the
tumour as possible. Bloomfield et al suggested that ACTH was
being produced in widely dispersed cells in the lung, either as
a premalignant change or secondary to tumour formation in a
field of growth that included the whole lung. Alternatively, the
hormone-secreting granules might themselves have metasta-
sised and become incorporated into other parts of the lung
tissue.

Just how frequent ectopic hormone secretion is in malignant
tumours is only now becoming clear.' Probably all oat-cell
carcinomas and carcinoid tumours of the lung synthesise
ACTH-like materials, though clinical evidence of the ectopic
ACTH syndrome is usually absent. Presumably it is the level
of secretion that determines whether clinical effects occur or
not. If there were a greater correlation between tumour and
plasma concentrations of ACTH it might be possible to
diagnose these tumours biochemically or to detect an early
recurrence after removal. But at present the observation is
more of pathological interest than clinical importance.
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Anticoagulants and heart
valve replacement in
pregnancy
More and more women of childbearing years have undergone
heart valve replacement. The indications have been various:
congenital, postinfective, or rheumatic heart disease (which is
still as common as ever in many parts of the world). Patients
given a prosthetic valve are generally believed to require life-
long anticoagulants1 to reduce the incidence of thrombo-
embolic complications.2 Though the risks of thrombo-
embolism were appreciable with the older types of heart valve
prostheses, experience with the Starr-Edwards and homograft
valves have shown that these reduce the incidence of such
complications.3 Furthermore, the risks associated with
replacing the aortic valve alone are much less than with mitral
valve prostheses. From a recent questionnaire survey of
current practice among cardiologists in the United Kingdom
Oakley and Doherty4 concluded that anticoagulants are
mandatory in patients with mitral valve prostheses, but that
the indications appear less strong after tissue valve replace-
ment, particularly of the aortic valve.

Problems inevitably arise in continuing anticoagulant
prophylaxis during pregnancy, for, while the treatment may
be safe and effective for the mother, there may be hazards to
the fetus. During pregnancy the concentrations of some blood
clotting factors are increased while the protective influence of
the blood fibrinolytic mechanism is reduced. These changes
promote good haemostasis at delivery, but they may produce
an increased tendency to thromboembolism. Any decision to
withdraw long-term anticoagulant prophylaxis is complicated
by clinical evidence of an increased risk of embolism when
anticoagulants are stopped in pregnancy,2 particularly during
the withdrawal period, presumably owing to rebound hyper-
coagulability.5

Hazards to the fetus result from the passage of coumarin-
type drugs through the placental barrier; fetal haemorrhage
may occur, partly due to immaturity of the fetal liver.
Coumarins also have teratogenic effects. Abortion, stillbirth,
congenital abnormality, and perinatal morbidity are all thought
to be increased by use of oral anticoagulants, and the fetal
mortality from anticoagulants during pregnancy has been put
as high as 15%.6

Subcutaneous heparin appears to be a much safer way of
anticoagulation during pregnancy, though the need for twice-
daily injections throughout is somewhat daunting. But,
though inconvenient to administer, heparin has the great
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